
Kwik Kopy Bourke Street  
Customer Testimonials

What our customers are saying about us...



Introduction

At Kwik Kopy, our clients inspire us everyday to go above and beyond to find 
solutions that help them succeed in their business. From reliable business printing, 
poster and banner printing, creative graphic design or innovative online solutions, 
we can help you achieve your current and future business goals.

We regularly seek feedback from our customers and love to hear how we helped, 
and even where we could improve. These are some of the comments and reviews we 
received from customers over the last few years.

We have a long and thorough background in meeting the needs of Small to Medium 
businesses. For more information about our products or services and how we can 
help, talk to us today.
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I have used Kwik Kopy for some time now and the service is always exceptional.

 Samantha Gabriela - Publisher

9/03/2020Always exceptional service

I am a regular user of the William Street, Melbourne store and cannot sing their praises highly 
enough. Nothing is too much trouble, and the entire team’s attention to detail goes over and 
beyond. Their sole concern is a satisfied customer, a goal always achieved by asking the right 
questions, suggestion the right alternatives and ideas, and delivering an A-grade result and the 
most competitive price. Without this crew, I would be lost. Thank you.

 MattStip - Head Of Club Events

14/01/2020Service goes over and beyond

I called Kwik Kopy with a large order request and they were a great help, advising on layout   
and printing options. Subsequent email and phone communication made the whole experience 
very easy. They completed the print very quickly and the finished product was just as they had 
described. Excellent quality. They were also very accommodating when it came to payment 
methods.

 Nonstopdisco - Call Centre Operations Manager

15/01/2020Above and beyond

Kwik Kopy Bourke Street

Kwik Kopy Bourke street was extremely responsive and efficient in turning 
out prints. Available to deliver on short notice and with high quality. Each and 
every staff member was friendly, kind and helpful. Being able to liaise and 
communicate directly with the manager and have the same high level of service 
was amazing.

 Abira 

11/02/2020Efficient, Speedy and Kind Service“ ”
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Anytime I need an invoice changed to our client name instead of payable by us - it is done 
straight away

 Bianca Imp - Personal Assitant

14/12/2019Good service, quick and reliable and accurate

I’ve ordered my business card with Kwik Kopy for yhe first time. The staff are very helpful and 
friendly. They have given very good advices and my business card look great. I will order it again 
soon. Thanks a lot.

 Sarucha - Barber

15/08/2019Very happy with services

Great reliable, professional and timely service and always willing to assist with urgent jobs.

 Ranger Roo - Project Manager

10/07/2019Prompt efficient service

Its the second time I have asked Kwik Kopy Bourke Street to print a Wedding Service Booklet, this 
time for my wedding and the result was excellent again. Karen printed up an example based on 
the draft booklet and we agreed on the finish well in advanace of the Wedding. The look and feel 
of the booklet was high quality and ideal for our Wedding. Many thanks to Karen and the team.

 Jeffrey42 - Director

15/01/2020Great service and great quality printing

I recently transitioned into a new role within my company which requires me to 
print promotional products regularly and with tight deadlines, the staff at Kwik 
Kopy Bourke steet always have my back and make magic happen within a short 
timeframe. They are always ready to answer any questions I have and nothing is 
ever a hassle. I recommend these guys 100%

 AshGFMC - Events & Promotions

8/10/2019Office of champions!“ ”
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I get all of my printing done at the Bourke St branch. Some of the items I have requested are not 
stock standard and quite tricky. I always receive the most careful, friendly, high quality attention 
and have never failed to be happy with the results. I could shop around and find better prices but 
because of this I wouldn’t.

 Nick F 

12/06/2019Great service

We use Kwik Kopy for all of our print jobs.  They are quick reliable and great to deal with.  We 
recommend them to everyone.

 Steve Joy - Sales

12/06/2019Sprout Coffee

We needed some A0 posters urgently for a large workshop, and Kwik Kopy Bourke St provided 
one of the most competitive quote, the fastest turnaround and most importantly of all, a great 
no-fuss service. Martin kept us well-informed on the progress of the order, which allowed us to 
adequately plan for the arrival of posters, and the quality of the posters were excellent.

 Chrisy - Manager

14/05/2019Great service & turnaround time!

We’ve been a customer for 10+ years.  Always had great service and quick turnaround on orders 
every month.

 Harry from Melbourne - Reporting & Analysis Manager

14/05/2019Quick turnaround

I regularly use Kwik Kopy Bourke Street for all my printing, and wouldn’t go anywhere else now. 
The quality of the products, turnaround times, and professionalism of the staff is unmatched.

 Samantha Gabriela - Publisher

10/07/2019Always exceptional service
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We recently used this store for colour photocopying and binding.  It was an urgent job - the 
product produced and turn-a-round time were fantastic.  We would definitely use them again 
and recommend to other businesses

 Fiona71 - Office Manager

14/05/2019Fantastic Customer Service

I have been using the services of Kwik Kopy for a few years now and what I love is that it  is 
always high quality, quick and nothing is ever too much of a problem.

 Kwik Kopy Bourke Street customer - Change Engagement Lead

14/05/2019Consistently great service

excellent service, quick turn around times, contacts office to discuss when necessary

 Kwik Kopy Bourke Street customer - Marketing

10/04/2019printing

Dealing with KwiK Kopy is so easy - they are incredibly repsonive with your jobs being completed 
super quick and the team are very friendly too. They also gave me good advice for a print job I 
was trying to navigate through. I’ve always had a great experience with them.

 Peppy - Brand Manager

10/04/2019Excellent Service!

Happy with the advice and service given. The outcome was exactly what i had envisioned!

 Ness1234 - Recruitment Manager

14/05/2019Great Service
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Our new sign looks amasing.Awesome quality, knowledgeable and friendly staff. Thank you

 Pete_kpmg - Facilitator

13/02/2019Looks fantastic

I contacted Kwik Kopy recently as I had accidentally sent the wrong order and they were able to 
fix it,

 Kwoky - Business Support Officer

16/01/2019Great Quality Products

Super quick turnaround and the quality was spot on!  It was so good that we have had requests 
from schools to provide more to  use in their classrooms when educating about Wind Farms.

 Sarah02 - People & Culture Executive

11/12/2018Salt Creek Open Day 21 October

Kwik Kopy went above and beyond in their service to help me out of a sticky situation. Much 
gratitude !

 Traina 

11/12/2018Fantastic Service

The team at the Bourke St Kwik Kopy have been great to work with over the years. They are 
always helpful and efficient.

 Anhtu - Design Manager

9/10/2018Always very professional and friendly.

I required over 100 name badges made up and only had 2 days notice- kwik kopy were happy to 
take the job and provided a quality product

 Kwik Kopy Bourke Street customer - Event Manager

13/02/2019Quick service and quality product
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I contacted Kwik Kopy via email for a quote as I had an urgent print request.  The response was 
very quick requesting all the necessary details to quote the job. The quote was very reasonable 
and the print job progressed and was completed perfectly and on time.

 Cathy50 - Project Manager

17/08/2018Helpful, timely, accurate and efficient!

Martin was great to work with.He works with you yo get the best result and the turnaround time 
is very fast.

 Alex Vivid - Product Development Engineer

13/08/2018Great to work with and very reasonable prices

Always impressed with the ability of the team to turn around urgent requests at very short 
notice.  Much appreciated to have such a reliable and professional service.

 Ranger Roo - Project Manager

9/07/2018Great service

Every time i use the Bourke/William st store they are amazing. Product is always top quality and 
service impeccable. I know have everyone in our teams using your service and no one has ever 
been disappointed.Often needing urgent last minute help and the team are always there to get us 
through.

 Becs - Executive Assistant

29/03/2018Fabulous service everytime,

Kwik Kopy Bourke street did my job quickly and gave me the advice I needed for my  print job.

 Emax - Office Coordinator

28/03/2018Great staff at 520 Bourke St
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I visited Kwik Kopy and was thoroughly happy with the response

 Helen B - Office Manager

28/03/2018Great Service and Products!!!!!

Kwik Kopy are focussed on delivering a great product on time!

 Vanessa123 - Technology Trainer

28/03/2018Great service, great product!

My experience with Martin as was seamless as was the turn around time.

 Pricey - Administrator

28/03/2018Business Cards

The materials were printed on time and to my satisfaction

 Kwik Kopy Bourke Street customer - Change Manager

14/12/2017Happy with the service provided

I have provided several jobs to Martin and the team at Kwik Kopy - some 
planned, some urgent and unplanned. He has turned around everything in 
great time without compromising on quality. So happy - thank you!

 KerryS - Change Engagement Lead

14/12/2017Fantastic work and can do attitude“ ”
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I would highly recommend Kwik Kopy Bourke St as I have used the service for business cards and 
they manage to think outside the box and provide a solution : -)

 Pricey - Corporate Administrator

14/12/2017Great process and Service

I have provided file for printing that were not simple to print. Kwik Kopy identified the issue 
early, contacted me and worked out a solution. This was all under the premise of very tight 
timelines for outputs.

 Dr D - Senior Precinct Planner

13/12/2017Professional and diligent service

The team are always there to help particualrly when we are needing stuff done urgently.Always 
professional and happy to help and provide advice. The best team ever !!!

 Becs - EA

30/10/2017Great service , great product

Always very helpful & great service. Easy going professional staff who go beyond the call of duty 
when we need a rush job done. We tend to have specialty services with our printing & Kiwk Kopy 
Bourke St understand the nature of this & always manage to accommodate our needs.

 DeborahCPA - Administration

23/10/2017Great Service and Friendly Helpful Staff

I recently engaged Kwik Kopy for business cards and the process was seamless.

 Pricey - Corporate Administrator

23/10/2017Kwik Kopy
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We needed a commercial quality rush print job from KK Bourke Street. The team really came 
through for us and were brilliant. Highly recommended.

 Downer Group - GM

25/08/2017Rush print job

I know I can rely on Kwik Kopy to get the job done!

 Shaz - Personal Assistant

25/08/2017Quick and efficient,

We have placed many orders through Bourke Street, often last minute orders and often with 
multiple last minute changes. The team have been exceptional at delivering every time. Always 
accommodating and helpful.

 RolandS 

31/07/2017Always spot on!

The are always friendly and will go out of there way to get your job done.

 Maryann - Property Administration Officer

19/06/2017Great service

I requested to have A5 Z fold pamhlets printed for AGL. They were ready within 24 hours or so. 
I realized after the finalized email was sent through that the invoice had the wrong paper size, 
when I spoke to Kwik Copy about this, they had already realized this and printed the pamphlets 
in the original A5size as requested. This was a huge relief as I had a deadline to meet. The service 
when I collected the pamphlets was A+. Very happy.

 Tahnee - Communications Coordinator

7/06/2017Great, friendly and prompt servcice
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Kwik Kopy always deliver our jobs in a timely manner, we have had urgent requests for printing 
and they have always delivered.  Their online booking form is so easy to use.Their staff know 
what is going on with our orders when I phone them.

 Spark and Cannon - Administration

7/06/2017Definitely Kwik!  Love their work

I have used Kwik Kopy for our company printing. Every time, they will confirm the order and 
delivery the job on time! I trust them with urgent job and the quality of products is impressive!

 Annie0312 - Assistant Development Manager

7/06/2017Quick Copy Indeed!

Our business cards were drafted and printed exactly according to our brief. Extremely pleased 
with results.

 Robby - Legal Assistant

7/06/2017Prompt service and great customer assistance

We have done a number of print jobs with Kwik copy and have always had great service and 
a good professional outcome.  We have often asked them to work under tight timeframes and 
this has always been met with nothing being a problem.  We appreciate their friendly customer 
service.

 Jtjulie 

7/06/2017Great service and met tight deadlines

My experience with this business is always great.  They offer me friendly, reliable and Kwik 
service every time!

 Cdwood 

6/06/2017A GEM!
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I use Kwik Kopy for lots of internal and time precious things and they always get it right!

 Britt - Copywriter

21/04/2017Great service and fast turn around

Our inquiry was for an urgent print and bind job, which was executed well on time.

 Yarra - Executive Assistant

2/04/2017Excellent Service

Great service from the team as always on very tight deadlines, they deliver every time.

 Lynda - Marketing Manager

2/04/2017Great service with very tight deadlines

True to the brand name, Kwik Copy Bourke Street have consistently delivered prints within an 
impressively fast turnaround time.

 Jtop - Marketing Director

23/03/2017Fast turnaround, overall great service

We have been working with Kwik Kopy on Bourke St for some time. Every time we have a large 
job to do at short notice the team are there to help and assist every step of the way. They go 
above and beyond to accommodate our needs and I would recommend the team to anyone.

 Cottee - Administration

3/03/2017Great Service and Friendly Helpful Staff
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Every time we order from Kwik Kopy they are prompt in sending us a draft to look at and then 
also very quick to let us know our order is ready.

 Rosels - Personal Assistant

3/03/2017Excellent Service

Our company deals with Kwik Kopy on a regular basis. The staff have been fantastic, always ready 
to help us organise new products for the company and make alterations if needed without delay.

 Lauren - Clerk

21/02/2017Great service and products

Whenever I’ve called upon KwikKopy (especially the crew at Bourke Street) to help with another 
tight deadline they have always managed to get the job done.

 Jennifer 

21/02/2017Always willing to help!

We have used Kwik Kopy for business cards and branded notepads and we are very happy with 
the service and finished product.

 Alys - Project Manager

21/02/2017Great service and high quality products

Super friendly - fast turnaround - professional highly recommended

 Captainfang - Operations Manager

17/01/2017CBD Kwik Copy
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Have used Kwik Kopy multiple times throughout the year for several different types of branding. 
They’ve always been able to deliver on time and to a high standard, even when we have 
extremely tight deadlines.

 Alex_13 - Marketing

8/12/2016Fast turn around and great service

Requested a series of brochure prints and needed guidance on which paper quality would be best 
suited. The team were helpful and friendly and I ended up with a great collateral set.

 NigelB - Marketing Specialist

8/11/2016Quick, friendly service

Excellent service all the time, always happy to help you and very quick in getting copies done

 Rosels - Personal Assistant

28/10/2016Excellent service

Thank you again Kwik Kopy for getting our last minute job done!  You work with such speed and 
professionalism that we can always rely on your help.

 Kate123 - Marketing & Events Assistant

19/10/2016Great, speedy service

I have used Kwik Kopy a couple of times over the last few weeks and each 
time I have been very pleased with their services.  We are always doing 
things at the last minute and they are always quick to respond and are 
very accommodating.

 Kate123 - Marketing & Events Assistant

9/11/2016Always reliable with great communi-
cation!“ ”
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Have always had our Christmas Cards pre printed with our company name. Great quality, funds 
goes to the charity of the card you choose. I love that idea.

 Tess - Office Manager

19/10/2016Great Service and quality of work

we constantly send our work to quick copy as we know they are reliable, efficient and always one 
step ahead

 Kristina - Paralegal

18/10/2016Great service and excellent team

I like working with Kwik Kopy because you can always rely on them to get the job done within 
any given timeframe.  They do their best to accommodate last minute requests and deliver a very 
professional service every time.

 Cdwood - Lawyer

18/10/2016Fast, efficient and reliable

I contacted Kwik Kopy to order more of a previous order. They had the electronic file and it 
enabled a quick, efficient order turnaround. I also appreciate having a courier offer available.

 Noelus2 - Control Of Work Advisor

27/09/2016Excellent Service

I have recently engaged Kwik Copy for corporate posters and business cards, the quality has 
been great and the turn around has been so quick. So glad I tried them, they have been a dream 
supplier.

 Jasmineg 

29/08/2016Quick turn around, great looking products
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The production of the prints (large format) has been great and the turn around times 
outstanding (even when I’ve made a mistake and need a rush reprint!). But there is often a lack 
of communication, as I ask to be informed about receipt of files I’ve emailed and when work 
is completed. It’s not the end of the world, but it would make my life easier if these lines of 
communication were open.

 Luke - Experience Illustrator

29/08/2016Strong Service in some areas, not in others

I had ordered one box of name card and the service is very fast and good quality

 Faiza - Lecturer

21/08/2016Excellent Service and Reasonable Price

Great service. very fast turn around and delivery.

 Nichola - Co-Director

18/08/2016Martin always gives exceptional service

I visited Kwik Kopy about a month ago. The service was fantastic and the turn around time was 
great! can’t fault them at all.

 Ally94 - Personal Assistant

18/08/2016Excellent Service!

Happy that we use them so often and they understand our needs

 Tegans1980 - Event Manager

18/08/2016Great service, efficient and high quality
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The staff at the Bourke Street location are always very helpful and accommodating. The quality 
of the product is always great.

 Zach - Event Coordinator

18/08/2016Great staff

After a last minute entry into an expo, we required a banner with artwork to be printed, prepared 
and ready for pick up all in the space of 5 hours. KwikKopy understood the urgency and made 
sure it would be ready for pick up by 4pm that day. They exceeded our expectations and had 
the banner ready by 3pm which was a life saver for me. Banner looked great, was printed neatly 
and evenly and looked great at the expo the next day. Thanks very much to KwikKopy Bourke St 
Melbourne for a great product and fantastic prompt and efficient customer service!

 Kwik Kopy Bourke Street customer - Account Executive

18/08/2016Very efficient service

Good & prompt service - always kept up to date on the status of the job.

 Sparrow - Projects & Governance Manager

18/08/2016Good service

custom printing and copying - quick and helpful service.

 Annab 

26/07/2016service

Needed an important job done urgently and the team at Kwik Kopy Bourke st were able to exceed 
my expectations and deliver a quality finished product within the desired timeframe.

 Kwik Kopy Bourke Street customer - Director

9/06/2016Great service and quick turnaround
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Kwik Copy on Bourke Street CityGreat serviceFast turnaroundExcellent communication

 Captainfang - Office Manager

7/06/2016Great service fast turnaround, excellent 
communication

Kwik Copy worked with me to get the product was exactly what I was looking for

 Vin1294 - Director

29/05/2016Great service

The service I received was first class, fast, reliable, friendly

 Jill - Executive Assistant

25/05/2016Service was great

I visited Keick copy in March, used their service for the first time and was impressed

 Kwik Kopy Bourke Street customer - EA To CFO

25/05/2016Great service and we received exactly what we 
asked

Our agency’s work is almost always delivered directly to our clients, but we always have utmost 
faith that the quality of printing produced by Kwik Kopy Bourke St is nothing less than perfect. 
Thank you to the staff for excellent quality control and service.

 The Element Agency - Director

23/03/2016Excellent quality and care
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Over the last 6 months I engaged Kwikcopy for 2 jobs; brochures and a promotional poster. I was 
happy with the items produced from both jobs. They presented well.

 Chris - Marriage Celebrant

14/03/2016Creative service

Kerry and Karen and the rest of the crew make a formidable team. Nothing is ever too hard 
and they always deliver. I went from a sceptic to a total convert of outsourcing printing - only 
because of these guys!

 CWong 

4/03/2016Best team ever

Mr Searby has been very happy with all the stationery we have had printed.

 Hampden Road - Personal Assistant

29/12/2015Very good service

We are regular customers at the Bourke Street location and couldn’t be happier with the service. 
Quick turnaround and consistent quality.Karen and Kerry in particular have been very helpful.

 Zach - Events Coordinator

21/12/2015Regular Customer, Regular Service

The cards and with comp slips look fantastic. Jim and Martin are always on hand and follow up 
with any purchases we make.

 Lauren - Clerk

10/12/2015Holmes List review
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Extremely understanding and knowledgeable staff.Very quick delivery

 Roy Yagnik - Executive Assistant

10/12/2015Feedback

Staff are always helpful and friendly. They will advise the best way of doing things and they are 
most professional in all that they do.

 Kwik Kopy Bourke Street customer - Assistant To State Manager

10/12/2015Professional, on time, staff friendly and helpful



Contact us today to find out how 
we can help you.

www.bourkestreet.kwikkopy.com.au




